Resource Boxes
available to loan
2020/21
Floss — Farmyard stories

Have fun with art and literacy and explore the work of children’s author
Kim Lewis. Use the books as a basis for literacy activities and
imaginative play or drawing. Suitable for Nursery to Key Stage 2.

Introduction to Portraits

This box contains examples of many different styles of portraits, ways to
understand them and use them for inspiration for art and literacy work.

Japan

What do you know about Japanese culture? What is the tea
ceremony? How do you use chopsticks? Learn more with this box!

The Romans

This box offers students and teachers the chance to explore Roman
daily life through replica roman household objects and activities.

Toys and Games

This box offers the chance to experience Victorian and Edwardian style
toys and games in the classroom. Have a go at a cup and ball, or a
Jacob’s Ladder!

Seaside Holidays

This box combines objects, images and books to provide an in-depth
comparison of seaside holidays from the past with children’s
experiences of modern holidays. Suitable for Key Stage 1.

Victorian Everyday Life

Handle real Victorian artefacts. Explore what life was like during the
Victorian period with household objects and everyday items.

Victorian Childhood

Explore life as a child in Victorian times. Dress up in replica costumes of
both rich and poor Victorian children and find out what it was like to go to
school in the nineteenth century.

Ancient Egypt

Discover a world of myths and magic with this new and exciting
resource box. Handle objects from the period and even smell what
ancient Egypt was like! Suitable to Key Stage 2 and above.

Ancient Greeks

Learn about life in ancient Greece. Handle replica objects from daily life,
try on costume from the period and read about myths.

Anglo Saxons

Look at how the Anglo Saxons dyed their clothes, see what fabrics they
would have worn, handle replica objects from daily life and tools they used.

Lindisfarne Gospels

A cross-curricular approach to the study of the Anglo Saxon world. These
boxes use images, objects and books inspired by Lindisfarne Gospels to
being Anglo Saxons to life. Suitable for ALL Key Stages.

Tudor Lives

This resource box explores life in the time of the Tudors through games and
household objects. Discover what it was like during a Tudor Banquet, or
writing with a quill. Suitable for Key Stage 2.

WW1 – Homefront or Soldier’s Life
Two boxes exploring different aspects of life during The Great War: Life in
Britain at the time and the experiences of a soldier fighting abroad. With
real and replica objects, costume and activities.

WWII - The Home Front

This box offers teachers and pupils the opportunity to explore life on the
Home Front during World War Two through replica objects and activities.

How to book:

Cost:

Boxes are to be collected and returned to Sir
William Gray House (next to Morrisons).

(Please note the price increases to £20
in September 2021)

phone: 01429 523449
e-mail: learningteam@hartlepool.gov.uk

£15 per box per half term

